
Soldier Crew Tent  
8340-01-359-0084 for the Tent with a Green/Tan Reversible Fly  

8340-01-359-1481 for the Tent with a Green/White Reversible Fly 

 

The Soldier Crew Tent (SCT) was developed to provide 
environmental protection for the billeting of combat vehicle 
crews.  It's compact transport size, rapid erect design and 
military grade construction makes it a perfect shelter for the 
crew.  This tent has expanded its intended mission and 
become popular for short mission use.  When the need 
requires just a little more interior space and durability than a 
lightweight nylon back packing style or the new larger MGPTS 
Small is too big this tent may fit the need.  This tent mission 
Multi season and will hold up in most environments.  We 
really like the SCT's ground hugging profile with its high wind 
capability.  There is plenty of screening and vents with the protection of the weather resistant fly 
and removable single ply liner.   

 
 
KEY FEATURES: 
- Made of water and flame resistant, lightweight, nylon fabric 
- Erect time of 1 unit is accomplished by 2 soldiers in 5 minutes 
- 110 square feet of floor space 
- Constructed with tear and weather resistant, reinforced floor 
- Green/Tan Reversible Fly 
- Includes 4” stove pipe opening for use with standard military heater 
- Includes storage/transport cover 
- Includes field repair kit 
 

 

Description: 
The SCT is a lightweight, durable, single frame, single hub 
tent. The tent body is suspended from the frame in a canopy 
style. An over-cover lies on top of the frame to provide an air 
gap for added insulation. Two reversible over-covers are 
available in either a green/tan or green/white configuration. 
A cold weather cotton liner is also provided. The SCT is 53 
inches high, weighs 70 lbs., 110 square feet (10' 10" x 10' 
10") floor space, shipping 6 cubic feet.  Erect/strike is 
accomplished in less than five minutes.  A mesh gear loft for 
storage is suspended over the sleeping area.  A 
storage/transport cover is included as well as a field repair 
kit.  A 4" stove pipe opening is included for use with a standard military heater. 
 



And if you like this tent, you may also like the same design and construction in the Commercial 
Design Expanded Soldier Crew Tent NSN 8340-01-476-3414 (GREEN/TAN Reversible Fly) or NSN 
8340-01-476-3470 for the Expanded Soldier Crew (GREEN/WHITE Reversible Fly).  This tent has 
200 Square Feet of Floor Space, a center height of 7'8" and weighs 125lbs. 
 

The Technical Manual for this tent is TM 10-8340-227-13&P 

 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
- Dimensions:  10’10”Length X 10’10”Width X 59”Ridge Height  
- Floor Area:  110 square feet 
- Weight:  total system weighs 70 lbs. 
- Color:  Green / Tan 
- Set-up Time/# of Persons: 5/2 
- Strike Time/# of Persons: 5/2 
- Shipping Cube: 6 
 
 
 

 

Soldier Crew Tent includes the following:  

   NSN DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 



    

1. 
8340-01-450-3488 
or 
8340-01-450-3150 

GREEN/TAN FLY 
or 
GREEN/WHITE FLY 

1 

2. 8340-01-450-3148 TENT BODY 1 

3. 8340-01-450-3151 FRAME ASSEMBLY COMPLETE    
WITH COVER 1 

4. 8340-00-261-9749 PIN, 9 INCH ALUMINUM 10 
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